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sdmay18-40: Drone-Assisted Energy Delivery 
Week 6 Report 
October 15 - October 22 
 

Team Members 
Ahmed Al-Hulayel  — Teaming up with abduallah and designing magnetic connections between battery and 
object to charge and deliver energy 
Abdullah Al-Obaidi  — designing connections between battery and object to charge 
Drew Underwood  — Working on drone functionality  
Khalifa Aldhaheri  — Finishing up studying for the drone license, joining ahmed and abduallah with the magnetic 
connection task, getting admin permission from ETG 
Garrett Lies  — Battery and flight simulation research 
  

 

Summary of Progress this Report 
Finally receiving the drone and hardware needed for the project, improving our magnetic connection circuit, 
more research on the coding program, and research on flight simulators. 

 

Pending Issues 
Possible need for admin permission to download coding program, learning how to fly the drone safely  

 
Plans for Upcoming Reporting Period 
We will learn more about our drone, designing a better circuit for magnetic connection, learn more about the 
coding program 

 

Individual Contributions 
 

Team Member Contribution Weekly Hours Total Hours 

Ahmed Al-Hulayel 

We were able to enhance the circuit design 
we created last week. This time we used 

round magnets to remove issues related to 
orientation. Also, we were able to design 
containers for our magnetic connections.  

7 28.5 

Abdullah Al-Obaidi 

improved on our design last week. 
Implemented round magnets to eliminate 
orientation issues. With the help of ETG, 

designed and produced containers for our 
magnetic connection. Additional: soldered 
some connections to be used to charge the 

drone. 

7 29 

Drew Underwood 
Went over drone functionality, As in powered 
it up and made sure the motors work as they 
should and spin. Read up on safety and made 

5 30 
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sure to power it on/off properly. 

Khalifa Aldhaheri 

I am finalizing my studying time for the drone 
license, Ive learned a lot about certain codes 

that drone pilots have to know and check 
constantly, for example if a drone pilot wants 

to fly a drone tomorrow, he can look at a 
drone made by the FAA that explains weather 

situations, which contains short code-like 
words that explains everything the pilot 

needs to know. I will be moving on to help 
with the magnetic connections with ahmed 

and abduallah. Finally we might possibly need 
admin permission to download a coding 

program on one of the computers in coover, 
so I have contacted ETG about this issue and 

waiting for a response.  

7 29 

Garrett Lies 

Researched how to safely charge a LiPo 
battery, and let the team know how to use 

our charger. Did further research into drone 
automation, specifically looked in flight 
simulators for our drone to test code 

6 33 

    

    

    

    

    

 
 


